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the mass of the top squark provided that the neutralino mass is known.
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1. Introduction.

The scalar top quark, the bosonic partner of the top quark, is expected tobe the lightest
colored supersymmetric (SUSY) particle.t̃L andt̃R, the supersymmetric partners of the left-handed
and right-handed top quarks, mix and the resulting two mass eigenstatest̃1 andt̃2, can have a large
mass splitting. It is even possible that the lighter eigenstatet̃1 could be lighter than the top quark
itself. Searches for top squarks were performed at LEP and Tevatronand will continue at LHC
and ILC. At ILC it is planned to have the option of a photon collider (PLC), as originally planned
for TESLA. This will be achieved by using backscattered photon beams byCompton scattering of
laser photon beams with electron beams.

It has been stressed that the polarization effects in the interactions of backscattered laser pho-
tons provide additional opportunities for studying the properties of the produced particles. In the
following we study the reaction

γ + γ → t̃1 + ¯̃t1. (1.1)

Among the possiblẽt1-decay channels within the MSSM (see [1] for details), we focus on the
decayt̃1 → bχ̃±

1 followed by the two-body chargino decaỹχ±
1 → χ̃0

1W±, where one of the W’s
decays hadronically,W → qiq̄ j, and the other one leptonically,W → µνµ

1. The final state of this
signal process, shown in the left plot of Fig.1, contains twob-quarks and two quarks (originating
from the decay of one W boson), a hard muon plus a neutrino (from the decay of the other W) and
two neutralinos:

γγ → t̃1 ¯̃t1 → bb̄χ̃+
1 χ̃−

1 → bb̄W+W−χ̃0
1 χ̃0

1 → bb̄qiq̄ jµνµ χ̃0
1 χ̃0

1 . (1.2)

The main background process is top quark pair production with the subsequent decayt → bW±

(for W’s we use the same decay channels as in the stop case):

γγ → tt̄ → bb̄W+W− → bb̄qiq̄ jµνµ . (1.3)

The only difference between the final states of stop and top production (shown in the right diagram
of Fig.1) is that the stop pair production has two neutralinos which are undetectable. Thus, both
processes have the same signature: twob-jets, two jets from W decay and a muon. In the following
we show that the physical variables constructed out of the final state may us allow to reconstruct the
scalar top quark mass. In the present paper we consider only top pair production as background.

We analyse the processes (1.2) (forMt̃1 = 167.9 GeV) and (1.3) with the help of Monte Carlo
samples of the corresponding events. Two programs PYTHIA6.4 and CIRCE2 were used. To
simulate stop pair production process (1.1), we used the PYTHIA6.4 eventgenerator in which the
formula for the cross section of the stop pair production ine+e− annihilation was replaced by the
formula for two scalar particles (s) productionγγ → ss̄ from [6], (see [7] for the NLO corrections
and [8] for more details about differential cross sections), which takesinto account various pho-
ton polarization states. The top background was also simulated with PYTHIA6.4. The program
CIRCE2 was used to generate the momentum spectra of the backscattered photons involved in the
process (1). The energy of the electron beams was chosen to beEe

beam = 500 GeV (i.e. the total
e−e− energy isEtot

e−e− =
√

see = 1000 GeV).

1The processe+e− → t̃1 ¯̃t1 with the subsequent decay channelst̃1 → bχ̃±
1 was studied in [2] and [3].
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Figure 1: Left is the stop signal event diagram, Right is the top background diagram.

2. Some global variables and signal-to-background ratio.

In this Section we present some plots for the global variables distributions based on two sam-
ples of 2.5 · 104 stop pair production events generated by CIRCE2 and PYTHIA6.4. Theywere
weighted by the photon-photon luminosity calculated with the help of CIRCE2 andfor the cor-
responding polarizations. Analogous plots are also given for 1.0 ·105 generated background top
events. The generation of all events, i.e. for the stop and top production,was done separately for
both possible combinations of photon polarizations, i.e. for the same sign ( ”++” and ”−−”) and
for the opposite sign (”+−” and ”−+”) helicities.

To find the jets we use the subroutine PYCLUS of PYTHIA. The parameters of this jet finder
are chosen such that the number of jets is exactly four.

In our work [4], [5] we have considered a set of global invariant variables, which can be
useful for signal and background separation. Here we can present only the most important ones.
Figure 2 shows the distributions of the total visible (detectable) energy in event Evis−tot in stop
production (plotsa) and b)) and in top production (plotsc) and d)). A cut on the total visible
energy of approximatelyEvis−tot < 250 GeV would eliminate most of the top background while
approximately 10% of the signal events are lost.

An even more efficient separation of the signal and the background canbe obtained by using
the invariant massMinv(All jets) of the system that contains all jets.

Minv(All jets) =
√

(ΣN jet

i=1Pi
jet)

2. (2.1)

The corresponding distributions for the signal stop events (upper plots)and for the background top
events (lower plots) are shown in Fig.3. It is seen that the application of the cut Minv(All jets)≤ 180
GeV leads to a practically complete separation of signal stop and top background events.

The variablesEvis−tot andMinv(All jets), by definition, include the total 4-momentum of all
jets, defined as the vectorial sum of the 4-momenta of all jets. Therefore they do not suffer on
energy redistribution between jets. Based on our results above, we will use the following three cuts
to separate the signal and background events:

• there must be at least twob-jets in an event:

Nb− jets ≥ 2; (2.2)
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Figure 2: Total energy Evis−tot distribution. a) and b) are for stop pair production; c) and d) are for top
pair production. a) and c) ” +−” and ” −+” polarizations, b) and d) ” ++” and ” −−” polarizations.
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Figure 3: Distribution of number of events versus the reconstructed invariant mass of all jets Minv(All jets).
a) and b) are for stop pair production; c) and d) are for top pair production. a) and c) ” +−” and ” −+”
polarizations, b) and d) ” ++” and ” −−” polarizations.
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• the invariant mass of all jets must be less than 180 GeV:

Minv(All jets) ≤ 180GeV ; (2.3)

• the detected energyEvis−tot must be less than 250 GeV:

Evis−tot ≤ 250GeV. (2.4)

All the figures presented in this paper are obtained after applying the firstcut in order to get
the right picture of jets when theb-jets are clearly determined.

These three cuts for the case withJ = 0 enhanced state of the total angular momentum of the
beams considered here, improve the signal–to–background ratio in the case of ”+−” and ”−+”
polarizations fromS/B = 0.15 toS/B = 59, losing about 23.7% (from 1903 to 1453) of the signal
stop events and reduction of background top events from 1.227·104 to 24. In the case of ”++”
and ”−−” polarizations an improvement of the signal–to–background ratio is fromS/B = 0.22 to
S/B = 120, with a loss about 27.6% (from 3233 to 2338) of the signal stop events and a reduction
of the background top events from 1.441·104 to 19.

3. Determination of the scalar top quark mass.

Another variable of interest is the invariant massMinv(b− jet, JetsW ):

Minv(b− jet,JetsW ) ≡
√

(Pb− jet +PJetsW )2, (3.1)

which is constructed as the modulus of the vectorial sum of the 4-momentumPb− jet of the b-jet,
plus the total 4-momentum ofJetsW system, i.e. non-b-jets stemming from the W decay (PJetsW =

Pjet1W +Pjet2W , as there are only two jets allowed to be produced in W decay). This is only possible
if one can discriminate between theb- andb̄-jets experimentally. Here we do not use any b-tagging
procedure. The PYTHIA information about quark flavor is taken for choosing theb- andb̄-jets.

The distributions of the invariant masses of the "b-jet+JetsW " system in the case of stop pair
production are shown in plotsa) andb) of Fig.4 for the two polarization combinations, as well as
in the case of top pair production in plotsc) andd). In the top case the invariant massMinv(b−
jet,2 jetsW ) of the system composed of ab-jet and two jets from W decay should reproduce the
mass of their parent top quarkMtop = 170.9(±1.8) GeV (see Fig.1).

Note that, according to the stop decay chain (1.2), the right edge of the peak of the invariant
mass distribution of the "b-jet+JetsW " system corresponds to the mass differenceMt̃1 −Mχ̃0

1
. The

width between the grid dots in plotb) of Fig.4 is found to be about 7.4 GeV. Thus, we can estimate
that the right edge of the peak of theMinv(b-jet, JetsW ∗) distribution lies a little higher than 85.2
GeV. This allows one to reconstruct the input value of the stop mass (167.9 GeV) by adding the
mass of the neutralino to the value mentioned above. For this the mass ofχ̃0

1 has to be known.
More detailed description of the procedure of the stop-quark mass reconstruction see at [4], [5].

In conclusion, we can say that theγγ channel is very well suited for the study of stop pair
production.
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Figure 4: The spectra of the invariant masses Minv(b− jet, JetsW ) obtained without use of cuts (2.3) and
(2.4). a) and b) are for stop pair production; c) and d) are for top pair production. a) and c) ” +−” and
” −+” polarizations, b) and d) ” ++” and ” −−” polarizations.
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